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Ii~ommunists Stage Attacks in Highlands
·

SAIGON (UPI)-Communi.$t
forces shelled the U:S·. bases at Da
Nang and Phu Ba1 m northern
South Viatnam before sunrh;e
Thursday and staged a series of
heavy shellings and commando
attaclts c;m Vietnamese milit~u:y
posts and villages in the central
highlands.
AccoJ."ding to initial field
reports the attacks in Binh Dinh
province on the highlands coast,
which had been heavily infiltrated
by gueujlla.s, were the largest in
months.
Thoy may have signaled the
opening of a new front offl;lnsive.
No casualty reports were
immediately available.
Nine B 5 2 raids s t l: u ck
Communist po::iitl9ns within
South Vietnam late Wednesday
and early Thursday, Two of them
were within two miles of the
besieged pr()vincial capitol of An
Lac, 60 miles north of Saigon. ·
The Communist$ fired 70
rockets into the city of Qui Nhon,
capital of Uinh Dinh and blew up.
several bridges along route 19
leading from ~ui Nhon to the
western highlands, according to
field reports.
The U.S. Command said
Thursday that B52's are hitting
airfields in North Vietnam for the
first time since they joined the

five·day·old· U.S. resumption of
bombing the northern panhandle.
Previously they had· been
.concentrating on sl!pply dumps
and oil storage depots, The
command did not say when they
began hitting the airfields, but for
the p1;1st two days bad weather has
gr<.Hlnded the smaller .u.s. jet
fighter-bombers which had
conducted raids on the north
since April 6. The high-flying
B52's can strlke from above the
clouds, using radar.
The B52s struck into North
Vietnam Monday for the first
time in nearly five years as part of
the allied counterattack against
the Communist offensive.
New Dimension
The airfield strikes were a new
dimension added in tlu~ pust 24
hours. The announcement
followed accusation$ by radio
Hanoi that U.S. aircraft are
bombing population ()enters.
Military sources f!aid the airfield
facilities being bombed by the
B52s are in the North Vietnamese
panhandl~ well south of Han()i.
The statement1 in it5 entirety
said: uB52 aircraft have
. conducted strikes against North
Vietnamese military targets which
are supporting the massive
invasion or South Vietnam by
enemy forces. These B52 strikes

against military logistics and Guam .and Thailand and guided by
airfield facilities are in addjtion to ptecision tadar pounded targets
the continuing use of tactical air Wednesday in an area one mile
and naval gunfire south ()f, in and north of An Loc, 60 miles north
notth of the DMZ.''
·
of Saigon. It was the closest big
First reports said fewer than lO bomber air raids to any .city since
ro~kets hit the Da Nang base, 370 Hue was attacked during the 1968
miles north of Saigon, where Tet offensive,
about 10,000 men are stationed.
President Nguyen Van Thieu
About eight rockets struck in and huddled with his generals at Lai
around Phu Bai, 30 miles further Khe base camp, 30 miles north of
north.
Saigon, afteJ; flying by helicopter
Initial rflports indicated few if ovex- the battleground. He ordered
any ca&ualties at Phu Bai. No the siege by 5000 North
immediate details on Da Nang Vietnamese regular troops to be
w~reavailable.
lifted H quickly," UPI
Phu Bai, near the old imperial Col:respondent Adhur Higbee
capital of Hue, has 2,400 reported.
American troops. Wednesday
Thieu's own palace guard of
about 50 infantrymen balked at airborne soldiers trying for the
ordel;'s to go on patrol because of third day to spearhead a J:elief
d~ngers pQ!lf'J~ in the northel;'n column to An Loc were pinned
provinces of South Vietnam down by t,;ommunist fire lB.tu.il~s
where North Vietnamese forces south of the city, North
first launched their current Vietnamese resistance remained
offensive.
heavy, Higbee said, def!pite heavy
backing !rom a tank regiment.
Da Nang Reinforced
The {N ortb) Vietnam News
Da Nang ah: base, three miles Agency (VNA) said Wednesday its
south of the country's second forces in Vinh Linh in the
largest city. was reinforced during extreme southern .sector of the
the weekend by two U.S. marine country shelled a U.S. warship
sguadrons of F4 Phantom jet stationed in the waters off its
fighters, totaling about 1000 men coMt and set it a(lre. The ship was
and 36 aircraft.
not identified and the U.S.
Military spokc$men said the Command did not confirm the
hug~ B52 warplanes flying f:rom
report.
·

'Dynam~c Defense'
_ UPI Conespondcnt Stewart
Kellerman reported from Phu Bai,
five miles south of the former
imperial capital of Hue and 42
miles south of the demilitarized
zone (PMZ), that the soldiers
balked at orders to patrol in
"dynamic defense" of the
threatened base but latex- backed
down.
.
The troops, members of the
142-man Charlie Company, then
were ttucked to the hilly area in
the foothills of the Annamite
Mountain Chain three miles
southwest of Phu Bai, the
northernmost U.S. base in South
Vietnam, to join another 138 Gls
from Alpha Company for patrol
duties.
The U.S. Command blamed
"rumor:; to the ~ff~>l't that the
area was an ambush site loaded
with booby traps circulating
among me m bets of the
command" for the brief combat
refusal,
Ten miles to the west,
Communist fire turned back a
road convoy trying to break
through toresupplyartiUeryb.\lse
bastogne, which proteets Hue,
military sources said. It was the
.second unsuccessful attempt in 24
hours to reach the embattled base
along the ground,
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Government Accused of
'Lack of Enthusiasm'
By RANDY SITTON

Aithough it may be a real
b~~n to ecology, them'a !.till
~Wmething that irks me when 1
look at .a machine that crunches
u.,- garbage into a neat little
rectangle. complete with a
deodorant.,
Donald Zoll., distinguished
author and critic of liberalism,
svoke on "Liberalism-the FailUl'i'!
of Nerve" to a sn'lr~l but
appreciative crowd in tbe Kiva
Tuesday.
lie said the cutrent liberal
fixation reveals its lack of nerve
when "the going gets heavy." The
governments inability to function
is caused by the entrenched
bureaucracy it fates.
"Our President is unable to
control his own bureaucracy. In
theoty, he can, but he Jacks the
nerve. We don't need a leadership
or nervelessness. We need one
with an intelle~tuat capacity we
baverttt had for nearly 200 years1"
he !Ulid.
He conunentcd on what he calls
our governmentl's ulack ot
enthusiasm" white raced with
increasing <:rime rates, pollutiort
of etJeey !!ott imttginable, social
unrest. breakdown in law
e1:1foreement, runaway inflation,
-ti'riti unt!mploynnmt.~ ··
~ _..
"There arl'" tew neople in this
country who would !mY that our
government has met these
prt>blems with any semblance of
tJigor. Our government is unable
to tackle these problems llll any
14

~

worthwhile level or basis,u ho
said.
Zoll stated perhaps th«J weakest
or all arguments agaimt the SST
development was the
unemployment factor.
"There might have been some
basis ror a few or the issues
again$t the SST, but the most
absurd one was the fear that it we
<lidu't build it, it would fore'!
thousa1:1ds of' pl'!ople out of work.
"As fnr as unemployment goes,
we could just as we1l take all those
unemployed people and set them
to work just south or SMttle
building a life·size replica of the
Great Pyramid or Giza. n be said.
Zolt ar~ed that under all sorts
of popular pressure the
government heard, finally, a cry
for sor:ial justice. This was labeled
pragmatism.
e 'B u i.. tht! 1n-agmatie eortc-ept
troubled some old liberals. Their
liberal nerv~ failed. It failed
because it had no principles.
"'rhus the old liberals died o££
and the new liberals aro~e
searching for social r~f'ot.m. lJut
the new libetal!ll got carried away
with their ideals. The liberal11
v-ersus th~ ~onser\lative$ became
the lett versus the cel1ter," he
snid•
.. "_Tht-J~ft hit_th~ center at their
most '1/Uitterable places of l'ltoraf
point. 'rhe center became ala.cn1ed
to know that 1;0me had cast
doubts. upon their ideals. The
liberal movement .was in its
twilight hntt\"011 Znll said

Candidates File Suit,,
Four eandidates in the June 6 primary have filed suit
. in Federal court with judges to place an injunction on
· the state from removing their names from the ballot
.
, because they have not filed a filing fee#
The !our are Lt~ Gov~ Roberto Mondragont Peter
Gallagher, Pat O'Hearn, and Terry Brown, Democratic
ca..'ldidates for Congress.
'rhe suit was filed by the ACL U on behalf of the four
and will be submitted today in Santa Fe.

Volunteers

Frank l3Metta and Charlie Ryan two volunteers manning the College of
Information Center located on the ~cond floor of the COE.
About 20 more \'olunteers are E!:X:pected to at;aist in the new ~~etviee orrered.

Edu~tion

College of Education

Student Info Center Opens
you

It
have walked thiotigli tli~
College oi Education lately you
may have noticed something ttew•
the Student National Edueation
Asso<!iation (SNEA) sponsored
~t\i.rlt.nt :.1\fnt>mdiot:t center
opened i\<l'..'rtday (Apri110}.
The {!enter, located on the first
floor or the co:et is manned by
volul1teer SNEA members. It is
op~n t'ive days a WMk from 9 a.m.
to-4 p.m.
u Basieally, SNEA wanted to
contribute a service to the college.
'!'he formation of this center is the
outeome of that desire. We feel
that this center will increase
SNEA's effectiveness within the
college, and become a vehicle for
student feedback to the
administration.'; 13eserra said,
dil'N!tor of the center.
41
The formation of this info
centet is not haphazard. We spent
monHis _plaw.ing it an.d figuring
<JUt the logb)ti<'!l af this ()pQration.
lis~ Gay~ administrative assintant
for the ctJllP(.l't>, j,. our advisor and
ha~; lu:>lped us ~et this whole thinr:r

togetnef; Sin:- auHau:t~d -uur
handbook 1 which every volunteer
has, and has instrttd(:d u:; on •Nhnt
information we cun give and not
give.
••or course we can11ot advise
students on sueh things a& what
courses to take or how to
substitute -tourses tor others. But
we can lend students etas$
s~hedules 1 buUetiHS1 or direct
them. to the appropriate dean or
clerk for clarifieation of
questions/' he added.
Besetra said students would not
he the only people whc wou!d
tttan th~ center.
"I have just worked out a deal
with Charlie Ryan, president of
the Albuquerque Ctnssromn
Teachers Association. t(J have the
center ma.nned by Albuctuerque
area principals. On certain days
one of th(• principals in the city
wm cmtw in for ml hm!l' m· t.wo
and un::H!J£•1· questions and talk
about curr<mt employment
opportunities or cummt problemr;
at Al'S. ln thirJ r(•srwct 1 thint: the

it!!'.O!'mafitH1 ~entm.· has ston~
beyond just handing out minor ____ _._
infol"rntt-tilln/' he said.
"We also plan t(J schedtde
conterences and sp~akers for the
purpose or keeping the student in
education wetl informed and
aware o£ his field. Educators frortt
all aspects ot education within the
state will be brought in to speak
before special confereuces. The
topics
be pertinent to the
studentst like employtneht tips
and areas where the graduating
seniors are needed," Beserra
continued.
Beserra ::;aid he had 20
volunteers listed now but would
like to have mot\3.
"'rhe more volunteers we have
the less hours each volunteer has
to man the cfmter. lti~ht now
some of the volunteers arc putting
itt more hours than r had
(•xpectP.d. I expected to have <JUit<'
a few clashes with cla&s s<:hedules
and Uw like, but we will malm it if
W(~ can ttet 8Cm'H! more people
interested in the centm·," Ueserra
said.
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editorial

Ex Cathedra

Increase Dorm Pat:rol
The current frightening increase in
assaults on women at UNM brings home this
community the dilemma of the rape victim.
To not report a rape or attempted rape
hamstrings the police in apprehending the
attacker. He can easily continue his a~tions.
To report a rape or attempted rape puts
the victim in an embarrassing and unpleasant
situation. Traditionally law enforcement
officials have looked askance at claim of
rape, the assumption being the woman has
provoked or "tempted" the assault.
Legal pro.ceedjngs including intimate
details df the assault can be personally
distressing.

However, in the University, police and
officials are required and expected to be
more sensitive to .human problems than the
general community. Capt. Ralph Horst of
the Campus -Police told the Daily Lobo
yesterday women"'who have been assaulted
who are unwilling to talk to male officers
may talk to women officers.
We urge women who have been assaulted
to report those incidents to help the police
get started on an investigation.
At the same time we urge an increase in
the number of student marshalls in the
dorms, and Lop priorit-y be given to dorm·
patrols by the Campus Police.
I

'In order to encourage you
all to_ fill in your ·
own tax ·forms this year ••

I

.

• we at IRS are maki11g
avaHabfe a pamphlet in'
Spanish, explaining • • .'

. . • how to fiJi out the

return, which, as In
previous years , • •

Lobo Commentary

Hotter Air War Predicted
By MELVIN GURTOV
Alternative Feature Service
One of the authors of the
Pentagon_ Papers, Mel\lin Gurtov,
was a staff member ofthe RAND
Corporation's Social Seience
Department from 1966 to 1971.
He i1l pret~ently associate professor
of political science at the
University of California/Riverside.
His latest book is China and
Soutlteast Asia-The Politics of
Sutvival (D.C. Heath, 1971).
Heavy battlefield fire from
South Vietnam has again intruded
into the silence of Presidential
candidates >~nd the American
public about the war.
.Ju~t, when "Vietnamh:ation,"
another administration "peace
initiative," and the China trip had
pushed the war front the fro.nt
l);lges, along comes a major and
apparently successful North
Vietnamese~NLI-' offensive in
northern South_ Vietnam to push
it back. How will the
udministration respond this time?
J.'ew Options
Nixon is running low on
options. He has tried direct
in vaslon, in Cambodia, to

House of Cards
What must b~ particulary
upsetting to Washington's crisis
managers now is that, after three
years of llucccssfully selling
Vietnamjzation and rationalizing
escalation, the house of cards they
have so artfully erected may come
crashing down within a matter of
weeks. Consider how the
administration bad "orchestrated"
its Vietnam strategy in the winter
and early spring of previous years.
During each such season of
1969, 1970, and 1971 1 a Nixon
.. peace proposal" was aired
si m u It an eo us l y with dire
predictions from the Saigon
command that "another Tet
offensive" was imminent. Nixon's
proposal thus always carried a
warning to the DR.V that a rebuff
was anticipated, indeed desired: it
silenced th!l doves and cleared the
decks for renewed air att~cks over
the North and "incursions" into
neighboring countries to "assure
the continued success fo
Vietnamization." The expected·
DR V • N L F offensive never
materialized; but the bombing and
"incursions" could be-and
were-rationalized as ha\ling

with U.S. troops. Air power has
b~~n his chief weapon for
stabilizing Indochina and
preventing what he has often
called a "humiliation" of the
tT nit e d States. While it is
hazardous to predict what
desperate men will do, at a
minimum I would expect the
administration to authorize a
greatly stepped up air campaign in
the South Vietnam combat zone
and over the DRV.
Should the North Vietnamese
and NLF forces decide (as they
may already have) to maintain
their offensive, the administration
is fully capable of escalating up to
and beyond the level reached at
the height of Rolling Thunder
under Johnson. In the air, such
escalation could mean direct
at t a ck.s on i ndusf.rial and
population centers, including
Hanoi and Haiphong, and on the
Red River dikes.
On the ground, the South
Vietnamese army might be
"unleashed" to move across the
DMZ into North Vietnam. ('l.'he
use of tactical nuclear weapons
has sometimes been mentio11ed
too. I would think not; as Nixon

~~~!~ea t:hiit~LvS:~!~~~frrt~~t; ._ t!~~e!~~;~ ~~=.--~ffens~ve__from --~=- i~!~~~~t~~=l h~~~n~b~:~

lnt t t h e res u Its were a
commitment to a weak and
isolated regime in Phnom Penh,
the spread of the wat throughout
Cambodia, and the
reestablishment of the sanctuaries
in northeastern Cambodia.
He has tried invading Lao~
without U.S. troops but with
heavy logistical support. The
South Vietnamese forces suffered
mass 1ve I o sse s, without
significantly disrupting North
Vietnamese supply lines. He has
tried bombing, in the name of
"protective reaction,'' to punish
the DR. V for "coutinuing the
war" and to eoarce her leaders to
accept U.S. negotiating terms at
Paris. But they have been through
such periods before, and are
hardly about to be blackmailed
now.

Page 2

But the scenario did not follow
the tcript in 19'12. "Another 'l'et."
was duly predicted; on January
25, Nixon reworked previous
proposals and came up with a
''new" eight·point. pia:!; and when
the plan was, of course, rejected,
doves who criticized it were
accused of surrender and the DRV
was subjected to air attacks of an
in t e n s i t y and dura t i o n
unprecedented in the Ni:icon years.
The diHerence is that the
Vietnl'lmese have returned the
favor, rtot with an offensive on
the scale of Tet 1968, but with
attacks sufficient at least to make
a mockery or Vietnamization.
Air Power
Under his Indoehina strategy
and his own Doctrine, Nixort can
neither passivl!ly accept these
defeats nor seek to counter them

be just as effective, and without
the political cc::t:.:.)
After Johnson~& stand·down in
March 1 9 6 8 and the
post-Cambodia domestic
upheaval, it was widely believed
the days of escalation had
permanently give11 way to winding
down. But Nixon has shown that
it is possible to package escalation
in ways that will neutralize its
domestic politicul impact. Now,
however, even before we know
the outcome on the Vietnamese
battlefield, it is apparent that
neither expert packaging nor
massive air power can keep
Vietnamization from crumbling.
What remains to be seen is
whether or not the politicans and
the public await Nixon's next
round of escalation and
rationalization before protesting.

By Ttm
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When Barry Goldwater spoke in Popejoy Hall several
weeks ago, he found time to attack those conservatives who
are anti·Nixon and would like to see Nixon defeated in 1972.
According to Goldwater, conservatives are supposed to
"work within the party," not go outside of it.
Well, the conservatives have been working within the party
on the candidacy of Rep. John Ashbrook (R-Ohio) who has
been campaigning against Nixon in the Republican primary.
And the curious thing is that conservative politicians, like
Goldwater, James Buckley, Tower, have declined to. support
Ashbrook's primary race.
Ashbrook is a soft-spoken, reserved conservative politicians
of the old stripe-no dogma, emphasis on fait play, good
manners and a believer in commonsense. Yet something
about this approach seems to have repelled not only
Republican voters (Ashbrook has done poorly against Nixon)
but also the "leaders" of conservative politics.
Within the Party
If backing a responsible candidate in the primary election
of the Republican Party is not working within the party, then
nothing could be. Or else Nixon has metamorphosed into
"Mr. Party."
Goldwater appears to be among those phony rightwingers
who have capitulated to the liberal zeitgeist, He deserved his
smashing defeat in 1964, but it seems to have taken the fight
out of him, and just at the time when "good 'ole days"
liberalism is about dead. Goldwater and his friends have
rushed in to save liberal politics just when it is going the way
of high-button shoes.
A recent study made by the American Conservative Union
proves that Nixon has had a tremendous impact on blunting
the conservative opposition in Congress. Examination of the
voting records of 32 Republican members of the U.S. Senate
who served during the Johnson Administration and also
under Nixon, showed that they had a combined conservative
rating of 66 (out of 100) in 1964-68 and only 59 under
Nixon.
Seven Points
A drop of seven . points may not seem drastic until
individual cases are looked at:
-Wallace Benmitt of Utah dropped from 91 to 69 points
in two years of Nixon.
-Jordan of Idaho dropped from 92 to 67 from 1967 to
1969.
-curtis of Nebraska dropped from 100 to 87 in the same
period and was below 95 for the first time since 1964.
-Tower of Texas went from 94 in 1968 to 80 in 1969.
-Mundt went from 85 in 1967 to 70 in 1969, not as bad
as fellow South Dakotan George McGovern (how can anyone
get that bad?) but bad enough.
-Hruska of Nebraska fell from 100 in 1968 to 80 in 1969.
The party loyalty which these politicians showed towards
Nixon may have been good for the cause of leaping socialism,
but was hell on conservative goals. Under Nixon, many forms
of leftwing legislation were passed which would have made
even Johnson or Kennedy wince.
The ideaological absurdities of the liberal point of view
have brought the United States near to internal crack-up.
Nixon is the last plank, flotsam or whatever, that the
ideologues of liberalism have left to hold to. He maintains the
false "consensus~' of the liberals leading, while the
conservaLive& meekly follow along, mumbling about the good
'ole days.
With Nixon's empty victory in 1972 (which is as likely as
snow in Greenland) the days of liberalism are numbered.
Sh~uld it be. the job of the conservative opposition to nail
theU' feet to the deck of a sinking ship?
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Adelle Davis

A
one of the -country's. ··J);;i;t'"'kno·wn
nutritionists, will spe~k on "The Reward::; of Nutrition''
April 13 at 8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. ASUNM and
University of Albuquerque students, faculty and staff
will be admitted free, non·students will be charged $1.

Two Demo Candidates
Contradict Themselves

~

\.

l
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WASHINGTON, D.C.-Five
months ago the United States
Senate voted to defeat a bill
introduced by Alaska Senator
Mike Gravel. The Gravel bill was
designed to cut off military
appropriations for Indochina. IL
would have stopped the air war
now being waged .over Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia.
Two Democratic contenders for
the presidential nomination,
Senators Muskie and Humphrey,
voted against the Gravel rneasure.
The defeat of the Gravel bill
didn't receive much attention
from the press. "It wasn't 'news'
at the time," explains Steve
Cohen, a staffer at Project Air
War, a Washington based group
which has extensively researched
U.S. involvement in Indochina.
"Most people thought the war was
coming to an end a few months
ago," he says. "The troops were
coming home. And not many
people knew that more bombs
were being dropped than ever
before.
The escalation of the bornbing
became more of an issue two
months later. "The eight· day
bombing raid in December," says
Cohen, "made the public aware,
to some extent, that the war
wasn't winding down even though
the troops were coming home." In
fact, the majority of the bombs
dropped during the war (3.2
million tons since 1969),
according to the Defense
Department, "have been dropped
since 1969," when President
Nixon began 'deescalation' of the
war to make good on his
campaign pledge to get us out of
the quagmire.
Two months after voting
against the Gravel bill, on the
heels of the step-up in December,
Hum_p~ey proclaimed h!s belated

issue. That's just. what Muskie
needs!"
FeeUng the beginnings of a
possible ground swell of public
dismay concerning the bombing
issue, the perceptive legislators
have introduced two new bills in
Congress. The House has before it
a bill which would stop the air
war which has 30 co•sponsors. In
the Senate, a bill stronger than
Senator Gravel's has been
introduced. One of its co·sponsors
is Senator Edmund Muskie, who
only five months ago voted
against a similar bill.
"It's typical of Washington,"
says a reprl!sentative from a
Washington peace group. ''No
wonder so many people in this
country are becoming increasingly
skeptical of our political system."
When Muskie was 011 tlte
campaign trail in Madison,
Wisconsin, he asked a hostile
crowd to let him explain why he
had come. "I came here.'' he
began, "To get votes!" screamed
an observant student.

1

they're the talk of the town!
Amalfi sandals . . . to make all walks down life's path a little less
cumbersome and a lot more comfortable.
Women's Shoes, East Entrance.
CORONADO CENTER: LOUISIANA & MENAUL MONDAY lHRU FRIDAY 9:30AM to
9 PM. SATURDAY, 9:30AM to 6 PM. SUNDAY, NOON to 5 PM. PHONE29B·B711.

Joint Air Fares
MustbeOffered
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Civil Aeronautics Board ruled.,
Wednesday airlines. must offer
joint fares in all matkets, a move
which could trim up to $40
millionfromthl'lcostofairtravel.
Under the present system, a:
passenger who uses two airlines to
reach his destination oftert must
pay the total cost of the two
tickets, plus a $4 "handling
charge" for the' so·called interline

ticket.

Since airline fares gener~ly are
based on the ·distance travelled,
the passenger would pay less if it
-',~ ~ ___ rrppos,It~Qn_tot_ll~_e_s_c~atlO~of the_~W.!!r_e po§llib_!~_ to ma~e the trip on
bombmg. Musk1e, on the other . one long fligltt rathe-r tlian.--two ·
hand, waited for a .more t:horter fli!rhts.
opportune moment. Reactmg to
Under- the board rule the
President Nixon's disclosure of airlines must now offe; the
secret peace feelers to North passenger a :flat joint fare in all
Vietnam, the Maine Senator markets.
rebuked the President's efforts
The CAB said over nine million
stating that more effective passengers based on 1969 traffic
measures must be taken to end figures used joint fates. The board
the war.
.
gave no official estimate of the
"F:d Muskie," says one highly savings involved but sources in the
placed Washington source "is agency said it could be between
being pushed to the left in search "$20 million to $40 million a
of issues. He voted against the year."
Gravel Bill, but now he's reversed
'l'he airlines have 60 days to
his position. He has no choice conform to the ruling, the CAB
rea l!y, Nixon's Janguttge which said.
utilizes such vague terms as
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Dan
'pacification;' 'ptotective reaction
strike' and 'limited duration Hicks and five members of "Dan
protective reaction strike' has Hicks and his Hot Licks" rock and
neutralized the harsh realities or roll group were arrested at a west
Hollywood mo-tel early
war.
''Now," says the official, Wednesday on suspicion of
"evidence is being discovered possession of marijuana.
which will make the war a viable
Thursday, AprillS, 1912

r

, Som.e of the peopl~ mo~t begin teaching at UNM next fall. American Studies pro1,tram and
Joseph Tussman, professor of associate professor of English, and
influential in developing new
attitudes and ideas in philosophy at the University of Joseph Fashing, assistant
contemporary American California, Berkeley, author of ,professor ?f sociology. ·and
· education will gather at UNM "Experiment at Berkeley," und educational foundations,
The focus of the conferem:e, .
next month for a three-day director of an experimental
conference on ''teaching and college program at Berkeley.
according to Felsman, will be on
Louis A. Bransford, associate higher education. But he hopes
learn ing."
Keynotl'lr for the event, which profe$.Sor of special edi.:u:~ation at that it will be gearad to the special
opens April 19, will be Robert UNM curren-tly on le&ve \'lith the situation of UNM.
Coles of Harvard, the writer and FElderation of Rocky Mountain
"We want to get faculty,
psychiatrist who was the subject States Educational Technology ad ministration and student
of a recent cover story by "Time" Experiment.
involvement from UNM so that
Because of ·the gr<>wing number there will be a re.al inter-action
magazine.
Others who have confirmed and stature of persons expressing betwl)en the people here and the
their participation in the their desire to participate in the visitors," he said.
conference to· examine conference, the event is still in the
Felsman hopes that ideas for
university-level education include: planning shge although a alternatives and ideas in educa.tion
Judson Jerome: author of tent&tive schedule has been specifically applicable to UNM
"Culture out of Anarchy," composed.
will emerge from the confercmce.
formerly associated with
In addition to lectures, panels He currently plans to conclude
Antioch-Columbia, an and debates that have been the formal part of the conference
experimental institution in programmed :for the three day on Friday aftern~'Dtl, Apdl 21,
Maryland, and cun:ently with the period, the UNM drama with a dis<;ussion relating just to
Twentieth Century Fund: A department will intermittently UNM.
Study of the Contemporary stage the Ionesco play "The
RECIFE, Bra.zil (UPl)-A small
Commune Movement.
Lesson," while movies such as the
shopowne.r
in the municipality of
Dennis Sullivan oi' Lhe t:eliter controversiai :-:High School'· and
for Inter·Cultutal DoGumentation the underground Czechoslavakian Caruaru in northeast BrazE told
in Cuernavaca, Mexico; author of film "The Hand" will be shown authorities Wednesday he had
withdrawn his 8-year·old son :irom
the forthcoming book "The several times.
Revolt Against School" mid an
The conference is the school because he had been told
associate of Ivan Illich. on the buincbild of Kirk Felsman, a by his tea<:;her that man had
controversial book "Deschoollng senior and the chairman of the landed on the moon.
"Nowadays they teach things
Society."
speakers committee at UNM.
F11wman Sinaiko, professor at Originally Felsman had scheduled that haven't happened," said
the University of Chicago. and a only Dennis Sullivan for n single -15·-year•old Sevetino SaJvjno rla
member of the Committee on appearance. However, that one Silva. He said the space trip saga
Social Thought !'1: th~> University. scheduled event blossomed into was ''an invention of newspapers
.and profe::;i;o;rs who do not believ~
Peter Marin of the new Schools .the idea for the conference.
exchange in Santa Barbara, Calif.
Faculty imput so far has come in God."--,·----~
Weird Planet is presented
Vera John, a professor at primarily from Clayton Rich,
Yeshiva University in New York assistant professol.' of English, Joel Friday mornings from 2 until 6
and a linguistics expert who will M. Jones, chairman of the a.m. by weird radio, KUNM, 90.1.

Verno in.white
and navy.
N & M,

4V2~l0,

18.95.
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!

Jocare in

white or
sahara with
crepe soles.
4Y2~10,

N&M,
18.95
Fagiono in camel, fusda or
yellow suede. 5·10, N & M, 19.95.
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'Ballet Folklorico of !J1exico' a Real Loser

HONG KONG (UPl)Preaident Nixon's gift to <fhina,, a
pair of musk oxen, arr•ved m
Peking Sunday, the New China
News Agency (NCNA) reported
Wednesday. The oxen are for the
Peking Zoo.
.
Dr. Theodore .,Reed, d•rector or
the U.S. National Zoological Park
in Washington, D.C., and p,ay
Mount of the Office of Operatwns
of the U.S. State De:partment,
accompanied the oxen to ~he

If vo~t're still lamenting having
missed the last pl·o~ram of the
season at Popejoy Hall Monday,
the :Sallet Folk!orico of Mexico,
because they sold Ot!t ... forget
it, AU you missed was wasting
several dollars.
I can't comment on the
afternoon show (which was added
because the scheduled evening
performance sold out so soon),
but the evening one was pretty
unexciting.
Yes, I know, being on the xoad
is tough enough without having to
do matinee performances too. B1.lt
thl\t excuse explains only so
much. If you're an artist in any
performing field, sooner or later
you have to tour. And if you tour,
unexpected hardships (like added
matinees) are bound to occur. It's
all plll't of the game, and it's
where the best ones show their

Cutesy
closing "Jalisco" set were more
But it was a long dry spell after intricato than anything else they
thai;, Most of the "Chiapas" did, and quite pleasing, hut still
numbers were cutesy, Lawrence unimpressive,
Welkish boy-spiEls-girl,
The company saved its trump
girl-bats-eyelashes, boy-chases-girl, card for the very end. During amf
E>tc.-type skHs, with some after ''The Hat Dance" they
cultural/historical significance, I
start.cd bombarding the packed
suppose, but little artistic skill house with streamers. A few good
shown nor interest created for the shots even made the balcony.
vie wet·.
or course, no one paid any
The "Mass Of Chamula" WllS attention to those final minutes
among the better presentations. It on stage, with everyone craning
show!ld part of the their necks to follow the
Mayan/pagan/Christian rites streamers and some hardy rock
pJ;acticed by the Chamula Indians,
concert veteran~> leaping for
and in the first part especially an' catohes.
air of mysticism was created that I
But it left everyone in a good
exp!lcted more of, from a country mood, and a few even got liO
carried away they jumped up to
with a telatively large Indian
offer a ridiculous ~;~tanding
population and tradition.
ovation. I swear, I think you
Jaguar Rites
could walk onto an empty stage in
The next dance maintained th!l
town and give a good loud
this
feeling,
showing
the
jaguar
rituals
~;~tuff.
fart and get a standing ovation
of
th/3
Olm"<'S,
Mexico's
oldest
No l'zazz
from some people.
This company didn't have a culture. The best part was the
eerily-lighted
preparation
Dull Pans Long
whole lot to show. Only
If it seems like I lavished more
<>ccllsionally did they exhibit any ceremony, done to recorded
<>f the fire one associates with drumbeats which reminded me of praise in this review on something
native Mexican dancing. I caught the Moroccan Jo1,1 Jouca rites I generally categorized as dull and
lifeless, it's because the good parts
~;~loppy slip-ups at least half a which were recorded by Rolling
Stone
Brian
Jones
and
recently
were far briefer than the
dozen times, possibly because
there were no outstanding released. The next two parts drawn·out tedio1,1s ones. It's too
individuals to divert my attention. f~atured Dante Palomino in what bad this final program of the
The singers weren't any better, looked like a real jaguar skin. His season was a loser, because
ttnd we have more accomplished slowly creeping and stationary Popejoy Hall Director William
mariachi bands, and certainly h.ead-twisting movements we<e Martin and the Cultural Program
The E~perimental Music
During this time faculty
more exciting ones, right here in excellent mimes of the animal the Committee gave us a series this
Theater, a g~:oup which members
Olmecs
considered
sacred,
but.
year
that
was
as
excellent
as
it
was
other areas of the
AlbiJquerque.
incorporates dance 1 drama, music, Universityfwm
visited the class. For
For the better part of the when he got up to run he blew it. varied. We should tccall what
film and other media, will give instance William Ryan spoke on
evening, it was a lifeless and Like the rest of the company, went befor!l, and offer them our
two performances this month at speech pathology, and Lawrence
Palomino
is
only
an
adequate
thanks
and
praise,
ordinary procession of
UNM.
a
good
one
would
have
dancer:
Charles
Andrews
Rosenfeld, another member of the
mediocrity.
'l'he iust of these free programs speech faculty, led group training
But there were moments that leaned farther fol:'ward and leaped
will be April 15 in Koller Hall. exercises..
higher and farther, to give more
deserve mention. The opening e~:edlbllity
The second will be April 28 in the
to his feline role.
Then out of this nucleus
number led me to expect another
Fine Arts Center, room 3117. emerged
'La Bamba'
eight projects which will
~.>xotic, highly llkillful presentation
N
adene
Blackburn,
ai!Sociate
oBoth will begin at 4:30p.m.
"Fiesta In Veracruz" was a dull
be per:l;'ormed during the two
of the artistic arts of a foreign one
professor
of
drama,
has
been
The theatre company, under
until they got to "La
land such as we've been treated
named assistant dl:lan for the the direction of Harvard graduate programs this month,
Bamba,"
which
featured
some
fast
Opening the April 15
to s~ often at Popejoy Hall. Two
College of Fine Arts effective July and music faculty member
pel;!ormance will be a multi-media
lines of richly costumed male "stomping" and two dancers who
1.
Thomas Philips, is dedicated to
dancers, each crowned with a tied a ribbon lying on the floor
During this thrcc•ycar term as the proposition that "standlll'd presentation, "Perforation." It is
beautiful plumed headdress about into a bow, using just their feet.
an assistant dean Blackburn will forms have gone out of date and written and directed by student
The program went even further
three and a hal[ feet tall, shook
be
in ch;nge of thll .~;tudent something must be created to take Grant Houston.
rattles and moved slowly, downhill after intermission, The
Included will be three film
counseling and advising office of their place."
deliberately in unison to the most exciting .c;cene in the second
projectors running
the
college.
Philips said "straight opera,
accompaniment of a half could have been the sword
Blackburn will devote one-third straight dance programs, and simultaneously, slides, dance and
fight
in
the
wedding
number:
the
tlalpizalli·atecocolli, strange and
time to .this area and two-thirds straight ~ama are dead. Our mime.
beautiful instrument which rivals drew their machetes and had
"Perforation" is followed by
time
to teaching duties, said present program is an illustration
requires the musician to play flute at it, sorta, with sparks flying
the rock opera, a world premiere
Donald
McRae,
associate
dean
of
of
the
interdisciplinary
synthesis
with one hand and simultaneously every time metal met metal,
a work by Peter Schickele
the college.
that must take place between arts of
beat out the rhythm on an However, true to form, they failed
("P.D.Q.
Bach") based on the
under
Blackburn
Also
working
we have traditionally thought of biblical story
' attached bongo drum with the to connect about once every three will be two college faculty as
of Suzanna and the
separate entities."
swings. If I was the girl, I
elders.
· other hand.
members
who
also
will
be
Each student was rigorously
wouldn't have married either one
Another UNM student, Jeffrey
devoting one-third time to auditioned before being admit~d
•- • I $ J • I I f • • I t l t • t • t I i I •
of those bozos.
Bray,
is presenting a mimed dance
counseling.
to the class which is being offered play called
The "Deer Dance" was good,
"The Bracelet." "But I
Dean
McRae
said,
"The
the
first
time
this
semester.
for
deer Emilio Ceron being about as
think the piece de resistance of
Administration
of
the
College
of
To be chosen they had to sing,
skillful as jaguar Palomino at
Fine Arts welcomes Ms. dance and act. Most of the the evening Will take place after
imitating
animal
movement.
(It's
the break.'' Philips said, "When
l
Kosher &
probably tougher to be a deer; cat :sJackburn because of her proven AtnNPnt.c: A'r~ mAjnring In ~nm~ a!ea we present 'Eight Songs of a Mad
record
as
a
fine
advisor,
her
of the fine arts, however there are King.'"
postures are more pronounced.)
Italian Sandwiches
Several people told me local interest in students, her Arts and Science majors. There
The play includes an
Steaks
Indians do a better deer dance organizational ability, and her are 21 members of the troupe.
instrumental combo which Philips
experienced
enthusiasm
for
For the first month of the says ''will make every noise ever
(I've never seen it), but then the
BBQ Ribs
Mexican Yaqui Indians probably dealing with problems this office semester the company worked known to those instruments," and
towards building a theatrical unit, the lead vocal role, George ill,
do it better than any stage will encounter."
(and your
performer.
concentrating on dance and vocal must have a five and a hal£ octave
In 1969, Albuquerque had a exercises and improvisational
favorite drinlts}
Chorui!l Saved
total of 4000 hotel and motel theater training, before range. As David Buckland plays
The
chorus
wasn't
a
total
loss.
him, the king displays a dazzling
905 Yale S.E.
Their three serenades in the rooms to accommodate its attempting any performance variety of vocal pyrotechnics.
..,
thousands of tourists.
projects.
The UNM performance will be
Only the second in the United
States for this contemporary piece
by Peter Maxwell Davies. It has
been performed previously only in
New York City by the Lucas Foss
experimental group from Buffalo,
N.Y.

Theatrical Troupe Signed

AssistantNamed
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As of March 31, 1969 a total of
149,297 interments had been
made in Arlington National
Cemetery. The total of unknown
dead interred is 4724.
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Chinese .capit;:tl. They met
Monday with Wu Teh, <iCLinl(
chairman of the Peking Municipal
Revolutionary Committee
(PMRC), NCNA said.
The PMRC presented a pair of
giant pandas to the American
people in exchange for the musk
oxen.
Reed, Mount and the American
air crew were honored at a
banquet given. by Huang
T~o-Chen, PMRC secretary

·~ .,. • ·~ ·~~ ~ .. ~• • • • • • •
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THE BIKE SHOP
823 Yale SE
842-9100

French 10-Speed
Save $10.00
Build vour o·wn
$89.95

. .'I; his group. Clllled "Featherrain" will

be playing at the UNM
Coffeehouse Thursday, Friday and Saturday night for 50 cents and an
ID, for UNM Students.

Featherrain

II.I

.CAMPlJS BRIEF§.

. Spurs Deadline Extended

Navajo Students

UNM Spurs, sophomore
All Navajo students see
women's honorary, has extended Stanley Towne at the Native
the deadline for applications for American Studies Center Apri114,
two $100 scholarships available t;o from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
freshmen women.
'consideration for fall s~mP.swr's
The new deadline is April 12. scholarships. Renewal forms will
All applications should be turned be available at the Center. For
in to the Student Aids office.
further information call Glenn
Anyone wishing more P~quln at 277-3917.
information may c<mtact Peg
Battlett at 277-3751 or Nancy Project Grant
Crow at 243-4150.
UNM has received a $10,300
grant from the Natio~al S~iences
Vigilantes Applications
Foundation for a proJect d1rected
Vigilante applications Clln be by EinaJ: Hille, professor of
picked up for the sophomore mathematics lind statistics.
men's honorary in room 157 of
The project is entitled
Scholes Hall. A minimum GP A of "Miscellaneous Problems in
2. 7 5 is required. Applicants must Analysis."
.
,
be sophomores by next fall.
The grant is designed to
The deadline for applications is support the research for a 12
April 30, 5 p.m.
month period beginning April 1

'Black Athlete Day'

Earth Science Co!Joquium

April 16, 1972, the Quettes of
Frank Press, chairman of the
Omega· Psi Phi are having their department of elll'th and planetary
weekly Coffee House at the sciences at the Massachusetts
Afro-American Studies Center, Institute of Technology will lead a
1819 Roma NE. This day has two day colloquium at UNM.
been especially designated as including a general audience
"Honor the Black Athlete Day." discussion on "Earthquake
There will be a wiener roast. Prediction," on April 17, at 8
The athletes will pay half price for p.m. in room 122 Northrop Hall.
whatever is served,
At 9:30 a.m. April 18 in room
Everyone is invited to attend. 340 of Notthrop Hall a more
technical discussion on "The
Candidates Meeting
Earth's Interior" will be held.
There will be an ASUNM
candidates meeting for April14 at Math Placement Tests
7 p.m. in room 231-E of the
There will be student graded
Union, All candidates should Placement Tests in arithmetic,
attend.
algebra and trigonometry available
April 14 at 12:30 p.rn. in
Placement Tests .
. Education 101 and on Tuesday,
Student-graded placement tests April18 at 2 p.m. in Ed 105.
in arithmetic, algebra and
The purpose of the tests is to
trigonometry will be held at UNM aid students in selecting the
April 14 at 12:30 p.m. in proper math course from among
Education 101 and April 18 at 2 Math 01-0, 020, 121, 123, 150,
p.m. in EduClltion 105.
162, and 180. Tests will be scored
The tests aid students in by students immediately after
selecting the propet course from completion.
among Math 010, 020, 121, 123, Disabled Students
150, 162 and 180.
A meeting will be held in the
T h e y w i 11 b e s c 0 red Johnson Gym Rehabilitation Lab
immediately after completion. April 13 for disabled students at
Faculty of the math ,department 3:30p.m.

..
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Beckman

P~rt Beckman, a national leader

in development of a computerized
writer of the English language,
will speak April13 at 3:30p.m. at
a department of elect~icai
engineering and computet sc1el1ce
colloquium in room 201 of .the
Electrical Engineering Building.

Las Campanas

- .. .., ..... "'""""" • 1

· For

Unique

Occasions

Chaaka Applications
Chaaka applications are
available in the Dean's office,
room 157 Scholes Hall. To qualify
for membership applicants must
have :m aggregate GPA of 2.75,
have completed 60 to 90 hours
and have an active interest in
student activities. The deadline is
April 21 at 5 p.m.

SALE

Poetry Reading
Robert Kelly, poet in residence
this year at Cal Tech, will read
from his voluminous work this
Friday evening April14, at 8 p.m.
in the Honors Center. Lounge.
Kelly has CO·edited the intluential
Caterpillar magazinet and has
written more th.an twenty books
of poetry. The reading is free and
open to the public.

Globular Observation
Globular Cluster M3 will be
observed this '.Phursday night
through the 15lh inch telescope at
the UNM observatory at the south
fringe of the golf course. The
observatory will be open each
Thursday night from 8:30 to
10:30 p.m. admission to the open
house is free and parking is
available in the lot at the corner
of Lomas and Yale, N.E.

1l. lot
't'l~e.:fs

I

J

Assembled & Tuned
.
$99.95
'

.,,

Center pull Wieman brakes
Huret-Allvit Gearing .
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Applications are now available
for Las Campanas, JUmor women s
honorary. To be eligible women
must have an aggregate GPA of
3.0 or greater and have earned
between 41 and 64 hours,
Forms ate available in the Dea11
of Students Off'ice, the Activities
Tom W. Thompson
Center irt the Union al).d at the
main desk in Hokona. Deadline '~iii4iiOOOiiii:·iiiisiiiaiiii·niiiFiiiieiiiiliiiiipiiieiiii-iiiOiiiiliiidiiii'f;iiiioiiiiwiiiiniiiiiii.:.J
for applications is April 21.
"
Thursday, .Apritl:f, 1972
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Intramural Director Jacobsen

Raise-YourRent. ?_l-'dLove Toi

--~----·--··-·---

(Editor's Note~ The following
article wa:; wJ:itten by the
Albuquerque District Office of
the Intern;~l Revenue Service.)
There's a line in an old comedy
routine in which the landlord tell~>
his tenant that he's going to raise
his rent. The tenant's response is,
"Good, because I was going to
have trouble raising it myself."
It wasn't too· funny in the
1920's and is even less f1.1nny in
the 70's-to landlords, tenants and
the Internal Revenue Service.
For rent control is a number
one problem in Phase II.
It's a problem because rental
units don't have .their prices
marked on the outside of the
buildings. The IRS complains
people can't .drive down
strellts-as they can walk down
store aisles-and check prices
against some master list.
Rollbacks
It's also a problem because the
them~e!ves

ront rule:;

.e.r:e

invo!v~d

and complicnted with page after
page of definitions, specific
variations and exceptions. Few
landlords and even fewer ten<~nts
have read them and an even
smaller number even pretend to
understand them.
No wonder then that IRS
:;tui.Jilization expel'ts spend half
their time on rent complaints even
though rent represents only five
per cent of the total economy. No
wonder too that in many m·eas
half the totql number or rollbacks
reported by IRS are rents.
Maurice E. Johnson, IRS
distl'ict director for New Mexico,
views this picture with mixed
emotions. "We're delighted with
the effectiveness of our
<:ompliance procedures, and the
cooperation reeoived from
landlords nnd tenants alike.
"In recent weeks we've been
able to work out 20 rent
rollbacks-some including refunds.
And wc'vo been able to resolve
dozens or other rent conflicts,
major and minor. The trouble is
that all this takes manhourstnanhours that we'd like to put
into wage and price controls that
will have 11 greater impact on the
economy, , _.... ___ _.
"This is not a complaint," he
said, "but simply 11 statement or
fact. Rent control isn't simple and
we can't 'bxpect the public to
understand everything there is to
know about it.
Rules
"But landlord:; and tenants can
help themselves," he admits.
"There are several basie rules that

~·
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Also exemot from stabilization
are rental units that have been
extensively renovated. But how

mtu::h is "extensively"? The Cost
of Living Council, tho
org&nization that helps make the
rules for IRS to follow, says that
the improvements must cost more
than half the total value of the·
rehabilitated property,
Rent Raised?
ln other words, if a landlord
starts t)Ut with a $10,000 house,
he's got to spend at least
$10,000.01 on improvements in
order fol the resulting
property-which will then b!l
worth $20,000;01'-to be e~empt.
The thinking here is that if he
puts that much money into thl'l
place, he has, in effect, produced
a new rental unit.
IRS' advice to renters is this: If
you've had your rent raised
recently or.if you're moving into a
place where you'll rent, find out
what the rent was during the
"b11se period." If the rental unit is
regulated 1.1nder Phase II-and the
basic exemptions are those
;.~ained the !andlord mu:-;t ~hc'\v
you what that rent is. If he's
covered by regulations and refuses
to do so, call IRS. If the rent js
higher than 2.5 per cent over that
of the "base period," ask him
why. And if he refuses to !!how
you or discuss it with you, call
IRS.
As District Director Johnson
puts it, "We don't look forward to
~tettina calls on .rent -cases. They're
never -easy to solve, But the only
way the stabilization job is going
to get done is by understanding.
And that inc 1 u des the
undcr!ltanding of tenants as to
what their landlord's ·rights are
and the understanding of
landlords as to the rights of their
tenants. Our job is t:o heip
proJ;Uote that understanding."

Activity Fee Placed on Ballot

work study ··secretary constitute
By WOLF AGUILAR
Ron Jacobsen, UNM Intramural Jacobsen's working staff. They are
Department Director, has initiated constantly involved in organizing
a new program on campus this the different activities and ~etting
year to involve as many faculty up the location. They also must
members, staff, and students as see that the students are informed
possible in physical fitness of the up-coming events and
expenditures,
where to register for the organized
The program is offering a wide sports, The staff is in charge of
selection of actlvities that appeal the recreation houri! every night
to the majority of people, ranging of the week and afternoons on
from skiing to co-ed tllnnis weekends.
'.
;
"At present we have very little
matches.
/' _.-r ~ s·· '.~;
Since Jacobsen took over as problems >:unning the program,"
Tennis playex Michael Ftietz competes in head of the intramural Jacobsen added, "But we're in
Intramural Tennis competition, just one of department this year, the program dire need of more recreation
Intramural Tennis
many activities that Director Ron Jacobsen has attracted a steady increase in facilities. We need new handball
participation by adding new courts badly, as the few we have
and his ~ff offer b,> students.
now are in constant use. The new
.
varieties of activities.
Jacob$en, who doubles as Lobo s\vimming pool facility being built
wrestling coach, graduated from now will be a great addition to
UNM in 1964 and lettered in our program."
wrestling under former UNM
$7 5,000 Finance
wrestling coach Bill Bynum, and
The cur.rent intramural
made the All·WAC wrestling team department is financed by
as
a senior. He attended Lamar approximately $75,000 yearly.
floing" to Tuscan to play the
out of this world pe):fQrmer for
U;niversity of Arizona in baseball the '\ilUdcnts the past t-c.vo years . Juniur College in Cc!crudc fer- from tho;o :ulministration said
games is undoubtedly not one of As a freshman he hit .340 and two years before transferr\ng to Jacobsen, but must also fund the
women's Intramural Program
the Lobos favorite pasttimes. It's then moved up to .404 last UNM.
The intramural department, headed by, Beverly Bond.
almost as bad as going to Phoenix season. This year, the Wildcat
Jacobsen explained: "Even
to play Arizona State in baseball outfi11lder is batting a hefty .452 which he now heads, offers 32
different types of organized though the women's intramural
games.
to lead the team.
Playing these two WAC schools
Also contributing heavily to the activities such as flag football, program i~; financed under the
out in the blazing Arizona sun U A attack is catche~: Dennis softball, basketball, etc., including same program as the men's, it is a
during sttccessive weekends is· not Haines. The sophomore boats a several co·ed participation sports separate function. We are
unlike moving from the fire to the .396 average thus far. In the 9-4 that include golf, tennis, mushball aonstantly striving to combine the
two functions through an increase
frying p11n. However, ~hat's just win QVer UTEP, Haines belted out and skiing, just to name a few.
Recreation for All
in co-ed activities. We expect to
what UNM is doing,
three hom11-runs.
"Our main purpose is to completely merge the programs in
Coach Leigh's squad lost all
Probable Starters
three games to Arizona State in
The probable UA pitchers in providll organized recreation for the near future."
A total number of 5778
Phoenix last weekend by rather the three-game set are Dave the total university," Jacobsen
lopsided scores-of 10·3, 9·0, and Breuker (4·1) on Friday, followed said, "Many students don't realize patticipants were recorded in the
11· 4. UNM engages in an by Bob Beach (5·1) and Vern how beneficial it is to release first semester intramural activities
exhibition game· with the Davis (4-1) in Saturday's energy doing something you really in September and October. "But,"
enjoy, especially through Jacobsen added, "the early
Albuquerque Dukes tonight (7 :45 day-night doubleheader.
at Sport:J Stadium}, before lE-aving
UNM'.s coach Bob Leigh will organized activities and sports. ·• termination of the semester,
Six graduate students and a compru;ed to last year-'s laier date,
the next day for Tempe to take counter with Arnie Marzullo on
on Arizona in another three·game Friday, Ron Adair in Saturday's
sedes.
afternoon game, and either Mike
Arizona holds a commanding Laurent or Joe Waid in the series
79·19 lead in UNM-UA finale on Saturday night.
confrontations that date back to
Marzullo has been the leading
UNM students will be admitted Hettema, will be playing for the
1939. Last year the Wildcat.'l won Lobo moundsman all season, free with their athletill ID's for best alumni squad that has ever
five of the six games played UNM's ace has a 5-3 mark to date Saturday's Vatsity·Alumni contest been assembled.
b!ltween the two schools. The and has a sparkling 1.83 at University Stadium, beginning
three games in Arizona, needless earned-run average, despite losing at 1:30p.m.
The Lobos will be led by Fred
to say, went to Arizona.
at Phoenix. In eight starting
Students will get their first Henry and John Urban. Both
Winning Tradition
appearances, Marzullo has only glimpse of Rudy Feldman's 1972 performers have been standouts
Arizona, like its WAC neighbor been knocked from the box two Lobo football team and a chance for New Mexico for two seasons
up north. has a l()ng tradition of times.
to see many of the gridiron great$ and will be All·American
winning baseball games. Frank
Adair is second on the team of the past,
candidates next year. Tackle
Sancet, UA's coach in his with hi& three complete games (no
Such stars as Paul Smtth, Urban hails from Chicago, Ill, and
twenty-third season, has lead his other Lobo has mote than one), Rocky Long, Sam Scarber, Ace the Alamogordo Antelo~ is one
Wildcat teams to 793 wins and and leads the team in victories Hendricks, Terry Stone, and Dave of Now Mexico's finest,
26 3 losses. His teams have with six. He has a 5.36 ERA to go
recorded over one-hundred more along with his 6·3 record.
wins than the second winningest
Laurent (1-1) has split his time
coach on the all-time victo~y list.
between
relieving and starting this
Sancet's souacl (in '72) is
year,
while
Waid has compiled a
definitely upholding the tradition.
4-3
record
and
5.46 ERA mostly
Arizona is 31-10 on the year and
is 3-0 in the Southern Division of as a starter,
the WAC (UNM's division) thanks
Hitting Leader
to three victoritJs at 'l'exas·E! Pnso
The 35·game hitting lE-ader is
outfielder Dan Fitzgerald with a
(9-4, 3·2, 9·7) last weekend.
Junior John Glenn has been an .384 mark.
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Nicholas Ng

·~·.
. n·zsagrees
Ex ht~Luztzonzst
With American Teachings

Track Squad in Three-way
Meet at ASU Saturday

'I

.

Graduate Scholarships

Pfanning & Management Disciplines from following background fields:

Sociology
Geography

.Political· Science
Business & Administrative Science
Economics

Ng won a first prize for
amateur work in the 1971 New
Mexico State Fair, llnd also
presented a show last year at
UNM as part of his art major
requirements.

1
.r~:~~~S:!~i:~~~~e~;~~~i~:~~:; -------~.his vocation. He received his B.S.
in December with a double major
in art and biology. He is now
studying nursing, because "it was
rny mother's will."
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The New Mexico track squad
travels to the warm climate of
Tempe, Ariwna this weekend for
a triangular meet with Arizona
State and Northern Arizona,
The spotlight will be on school
record holder, Per Eric Smiding,
who's javelin Loss Ia;;t week of
260-11 erased Ake Nillson's old
school mark of 257-41h set in
1968.
Ingemar Nyman, who holds the
school high jump record at 7·1,
will have his work cut out for
-- -him.--1\!ymQn wm -be .£2-cing tb~>
number two high jumper in the
WAC Saturday in ASU's Wayne
Bradley who has cleared 7-0.
Arizona State has the second
best quarter miler in the league in

BOOKS

/BOOKS; ·soOK~

H U D minorities graduate work-study program. Pays

mcmagement professions in New Mexito, prerequisites

i and quarantee clean sharp j

f

We operate the machines

f

$3,500 per year for half-time work in professional plan-

for admission to graduate school.

j

copies.

l

·if urne PROFeSSOR

f

FAIR PLAZA

ning positions. Up to $1,000 per year for tuition, books
& eligible fees. Student requirement, firm commitment to

For information, contact E. B. Kasner, Research & Fellow•

social improvement through participation in Planning &

ship Services, Yatoka Hall before April28.

f

Sulphite, Ripple Tone Bond or
j
. Rag Bond Paper.

1·-·

PRINTERS
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_

_

BOOKCe~R

Maudce Peoples. He has covered
the 440 in 47.0 and will be facing
New Mel!ico's Fred James with a
_ .
best of 48.7.
Lobos Reid Cole and Jorgen
Wiklander had their season bests
in the 880 on the Arizona State
ttack in March when Cole won the
event at 1:51.9 and Wiklander
finished third at 1:52.7 in the
ASU Invitational. Cole will be
favored with the real'battle being
for second between Wiklander and
ASU''s Mark Rafferty (1 :52.5).
- . The - Lnho,• {'O),J}q break a
couple of dual meet records.
Ingemar Jernberg seL the dual
record in the pole vault last year
at 15-8, but has cleared 16-2 this
season and has a best of 16·6.
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SAVE up lo-.-11
EVERYDAY 12

OPUi Ei.-,IL\'·SAt. 9-5 • CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Ladies Slacks

40% off

·!.

!266-2424 ~ 2220 Central SE l
lLet us quote your ne::.:t printing 1
!job.
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has caused a gradual leveling_ off
of overall participation.,''
Basketball Popular
One of the examples Jacobseil
cited was the first semester
bas~etball league and tournament
the intramural depal:'tment
&ponsored. By far the most
popular activity, the basketball
games were run through the latter
• part of the . semester and were
terminated before the semester
break. Last year the semester
ended after the break, allowing
more basketball games to be
played.
"We experienced tremendous
success with the new act! vi ties we
started this year," Jacobsen said.
"The skiing event went off better
than we expected and so did the
flickerball tournament; We plan a
bicycle race soon and hope to ,
hold an all·sports day later in the
spring,"
Jacobsen noted his biggest
problem was getting, the ""'
intramural d_cpartment
information to the students.
When asked if his coaching job
helped p~;epare him for his
intramural p()sition, Jacobsen
said, ''I really enjoy working with
the students and my close
association with the wrestlers has
helped me better understand the
needs the. student!; have for
recreation."
"I encourage recommendations
of any kind concerning the
intramural program by the
students and faculty," he went
on. "And we can always be
reached in room 115 in Johnson
Gym or telephone number
277-4346 or 277·4347 for any
infurmatioii."

Students Admitted Free

By CHRisTINA TRYK

. . .. . .
I

1

Crucial Three Game Set
Starts Friday for Lobos

discouraged in his return to what
The question of whether or not the possibility of making student
Nicholas Ng has some definite he calls traditional Chinese
the now mandatory ASUNM government ~:elevant."
ideas about how art should be painting, It is traditional with one
activity fee should remain
He added, however, that, "I taught.
exception.
mandatory or become optional think it is important for the
Unfortunately, his ideas don't
He is using colored pencils
will join n similar question on the students to have the right to say seem to coincide with those of his instead of brushes. He said he
athletic fee on the ASUNM Spring whether they want ASUNM or art teachers in this country.
learned brush technique in high
election ballot.
not" by allowing them to vote on
Ng, a graduate student from school in Hong Kong but he
___ Hong Knn~:,_ has_rgturned JQ the ptefers to work with the brighter
Tho activity fee question was the activity fee.
passed Wedncsd'.ly night by the
Sen. Bernadette Chavez argued, techniques of Chinese. art. He will colors of the pencils.
ASUNM Senate despite the fact however, that the question should be presenting a show of his work
His pencils, which he orders
its sponsor, Sen. Pat Gallagher, not be put to the student body April 14 and 15 between 11 a.m. from Hong Kong, are a mixture of
said he was "100 per cent against since an affirmative vote could and 6 p.m. at the International chalk and oil, unlike rno$t colored
the bill. , • (and) I wouldn't like have the effect of making student Centllr, 1808 Las Lomas.
pencils in this country.
to s,!!e it passed" in its present government "simply fold." She
He said he became discouraged
He often uses five or six layers
form.
also said the referendum (which is with Westem art because of the of color to get the desired shade.
Debate on the referendum simply a statement of opinion) way it was taught here.
"lt takes a long time to finish a
question centered largely around wasn't cleat· as to whether or not
He origin,:llly came to UNM in drawing-six or seven hours," he
the effect the loss of the it would have any legal effect one 1968 to study ,art_ He said he said.
mandatory levy oil students way or the other.
came with the idea that a student
"It also requires a good
would have on the various
In other action the Senate also should be allowed to develop in knowledge of mixing colors. With
functions of ASUNM nnd the voted to place before the student art the wa,y he wished, but he oils and watercolors the arti'st can
activities it funds.
body a question on whether or found that mstructo~ here tended mix the colors ahead of time, but
Sen. Dennis Ray argued in not they favor legalization of to teach students their own styles. mixing of colors with pencils
favor of passage but said it should possession of marijuana, mak!ng
",The ~ades really bothered takes place on the drawing."
be made clear that "by getting rid possession a felony or keepmg me, h'; satd. Art was f¥aded on
Ngfinds his medium fascinating
of the money you're getting rid of current penalties the same.
the basts of what the mstructor
partly
because o£ the
-;;=;;:;~;:i~::;::::::;:::;;;;:;;;;::;;::;;;.:;;::;::;::::;:::::::=::::;::;::;:::::::::::::::;:~ 1i ked, 11 o t by the stu dent's
experimental nature of applying
~
~- ,~ ~-~
~ progre!;s or attitude. he said.
Ovet 30
~
"To have students
do1 the colors. He also said he was
DUf~rent
•
·
drawn to colored pencils because
Sandwiches
• something against their persona
Mon·Sat
~ will is not the point of learning," in this country, most artists seem
11
a.~~n3 a.m.
he said. He said he felt that in to prefer oils and watercolors. "I
11 a.m.~l a.m.
painting
one should please oneself want to do something special," he
160
said.
~ 1~~~%~ SE not one's instructor.
.!J.tt
Ng seems anything but
He said he will continue in ru:t,
sticking to traditional Chinese
subjects. He said he prefers to
draw "natural things-landscapes,
birds, flowers, and bamboo."
<

!J

Henry's Drive-In
Centra] 9 am to ll am

l

nobody should have much trouble
with.."
The rules:
Apal'tment units renting for
$500.00 a month or more are
exempt from controls.
.
Houses, apartments, mobile
homes, and so forth ·that were
new and never occupied before
Aug. 15, 1971, can be rentl!d-the
first time-at whatever a landlord
can get. But once a rental unit is
occupied, ·its price is regulated
under the Economic Stabilization
Program.
Also, the amount of l'ent
charged during the so·called "base
period" from July 15 to Aug. 14, ·
1971, cannot be raised more than
2.5 per cent in any 12 month
period, unless certain very specific
conditions are met.
·
One condition is that property
taxfls on the rental units have
been raised. In that case, the
landlord can pass on the increased
cost to his tenant or tenants, He
can't, hO\'VCVC:t\ pass on. othf:'r
increased costs such as higher
electricity' fuel or water costs if
these items are included in the
rent.
Anothllr standard princ;:iple is
that if a landlord rents four or less
units and each one is leased fo1·
periods longer t.hl>.n
man th-to-month, he is exempt
from stabilization controls. Here
the logic is that the lease wiii take
care of rapid rent escalation and
the fact that he is such a small
opetator will make him subject to
competition. In either event, he's
not likely to raise rents very
quickly.

-1or·'
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t ~q· m ;\11 d was waiting for
nuthodties to lock him up to
be~in anothe.r, strolled out of the
Flovd Countv Courthouse
Wed.nesday wh.ile the Sheriff
chatted on the phone with a
04
long-winded" woman.
Smith, a convicted procurer,
had served one term for parole
violation and was waiting to begin

going down the hull to the
bathroom," explained Sheriff Joe
Adams who was talking on the
telephone with a woman he
described as "long-winded." ' 4 As
soon as I got off the phone, I
walked right down the hall, and·
lo, and behold, he wa:m't there,"
the sheriff said.

CLASSIFIED

offi~;:ial called "tho viorst power
crisis in the country's history."
Electric power workers walked off
the job in a wildcat strike
supporting a claim for more pay.
Factories closed, homes and
offices cut to three hours
electricity a day in an overall
power cut to one-quarter of the
normal level.
·

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 .word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
206, afternoons Jll:eferably or mall.
run fiv1~ or more consecutive days with
Classified Advcrtlsing
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
UNlit: P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
Albuquerquc, N,M. 87106
TERMS: Paymcnt muat be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

.,.

PERSONALS

3)

SERVICES

5)

AGORA: Because sometimes just having
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTJ.
FICATION photo." Fast, inexpensive,
someone to listen helps, NW corncr of
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or
Mesa Vista. 277-3013.
tfn
come to 1717 Glra!-'\1 Blvd. NE.
4/28
WANTED TO RENT: houae or apt. for
two adults & two children within walking
4) FOR RENT
distance of UNM. June 1 to August or
part thereof. Write to Prof. Ken Rosen,
ATTRACTIVE ROOMMATE WANTEDEnglish Dept,, Dickinson College, Carlisle,
Luxury Apt.-shag, air, pool, ter:race,
Penn. 17013.
4/21
dishwasher, color T.V., health club, etc,
Your cost $100.00. All expenses included
ANYONE WISHING to take Optometry
-For further information. call 294.4659
Coll"P'" RilmiAAinnA t-PRt in NAw Mexico
daily after 6: 00 p.m.
4/18
pleas-call 266-2360.
4/14
HOROSCOPES interpreted by appoint5) FOR SALE
ment. Call The Albuquerque Astrology
Center, 294-5800. Prices begin at $3.00.
NORWEGIAN ELKHOUNDS FOR SALE.
4/13
Both pet and show quality, 265-3642.
HELP I HELP I HELP I A crazy bunch
4/19
of young pretty girls needs tutoring in
HEAD
SKIS-POLES-BINDINGS-BOOTSall areas, Please help us I Just call 277•
n~-good bargain-$50-243-1495. 4/19
3611 and ask for Barbara Parker or
Janet Vaught-or come to 2500 Central
P.A.
System with six channel Bogen mixer.
SE, second floor, across from Johnson
Two Turner microphones. 243-3643. 4/19
Gym.
4/19
BOY RECLINERS, $39.95, United
TRANSIT: having a hard time? Drug · EASY
Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo NE.
Counseling and Information. Call 2774/24
5342, Mesa Vista 1056. Sun-Thurs., 6-12
F1i, and Sat. 7•2.
7/2
1968 FffiEBmD conv. 400 cu. great shape
$1650 or best offer. Call 265-2188. 4/17
2l LOST & FOUND
68 VW CAMPER-New engine, brakes,
tires, FM. Excellent condition, 242-4046.
HITCHHIKER LOST GUITAR-Picked up
Tuesday night by girl a"td child in late
4/17
model comt>act. Left guitar behind seat,
YAMAHA DT·1·:J::~e new. 282·5349. 4/17
Please contact lost and found SUB.
Thankll, Mike.
4/13
1964 DODGE. Half ton panel truck,
318V8, 4-speed, AC, carpeting, paneling,
LARGE TAN PURSE stolen at the HI-Fi
House. Plen.sl!, Plen.se send all my notes
__c~~<;_~_:._~~~?·O~~.~.o.~~~~~~-}'?,1_1:....... -....~/.}.7
and credit cards, you can keep the rest.
LARGE BLACK BELGIUM SHEPHERD
2uli-1695.
4/18
PUPs-6 weekll old. $10.00. 898-0614.
4/17
FOUND: Set of keys on ring east of Yn·
toka Hnll· (on lllwn}. Claim at Rm. 205
1952 RAMBLER AMERICAN STATION
Journalism.
4/14
WAGON, $250 cn.sh firm. 266·2380. 4/17
FOUND: SPt of key.11 on ring in Yale Park.
1969
MGB CONVERTIBLE plus hard
Claim at Rm. 206, Journalism,
4/14
tops. 26,000 miles. $1,900. 299-4839. 4/19
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL? Call
1964 PONTIAC four door Bonneville. New
Animal Humane All3oclatlon, 265·5523.
tire!. Good transportation. $400. 299tfn
4839.
4/19
3) SERVICES
HAND MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus·
tom, $55 to $65. 282-5894.
5/5
"ORTHODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES, 521
Spruce SE, Apt. 315, Thursdays, 7:30.
MULTIPLEX receiver with Garrard
Call 242-4839, or write Box 737, 87103.
changer, $79.95. United Freight Sales,
4/13
3927 San Mntco NE.
4/24
RESUMEB-UNM SPECIAL, $13.50, Also
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE Ill tn Old
Local - National - Overseas EmnloJrer
Town at 109 Romero St. NW. We still
Submittals. Ralph Shail'er. PROFEShave our snndal9, bags, pants, jackets,
5/4
SIONAL RESUMES. 296·88!11.
visors, belt pouches and more.
4/11
FLIGHT~~TRAiliiNG:Tbls~-;d -a-;;-d $5
1971 SINGER Sewing Machines, $49.95.
Jtivcs you your first flrst flight! VA &
United Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo
l!'AA approved school. Private thru
NE.
4/24
ATR. Sa1ulia Avlatlon nt the Sunvort.
~tact Bud or Matt. 2-17-:!244.
4/17
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, rebuilt engine, new
tires, !l'lt;.~!!.ic blue. Ken,_ 268-8773. 4/14
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
COPII+;s-oil'-set pres!!. Special student
MALE PUPPIE5-Collic/German Shepherd
rate of $14.50 ($11.1i0 for original only).
mix. 277-2945 from 1 :30 to 3:30, 898-3361
Call 2GG-8751 for appolntment-Mr. Pat!rom 5:30 to 9:30 M-Th-F.
4/14
terson.
tln
19&1 PONTIAC TEMPEST; runs. $lOu. as
UNM GRAD STUDENT doe!! good tuneill, Ph. 842·8967.
4/13
ups for $5. Includes timing, carb adBASIC H complete line organic products.
justment, Installation and gauging of
Plell.'!e eall 243·4604 afternoons.
4/14
points, condenser, and plugs, Other
work done1 chrov includes ln!ltallatlon of
VW BUG 1964. New Paint. GS,OOO mi. $u95.
ohoclt!l C$2 each), watcrpumpn, nnd
2tl!J-u87G. 1113 W1!3tcrlicld NE.
4/14
othl!l" mundane chores that oerviee stations rip :rou off for. Grant, Box 4116,
1966 VW, new paint, tires, batterY, chrome
Station A, 87106,
tln
rima. $800. 265·4660,
4/14

TilE UNIVEUSITY 01~ NEW :MEXICO
OFFICE 01<' ADMISSIONS AND RECOUDS
Col, Dept Course
_A,_e_!!on ~o:
~o. ~~ect.

I

Course Title

Cr.

422-001 Educ & Anth.

BIOLOGY
Chg.
01
Chg.
01

001
002

110
110

to
to

EMPLOYMENT

5 POSITIONS available, Part-time now,
full-time summer. $72.00 wk. average,
Call l!tio-4\'lti& or 242·fl5o:J.
4/14
TYPIST WANTED. Part-time now, full
time this summer, SW Teacher'!' Agency,
1303 Central NE. Call 242-3645 for ap.
J•ohlhuent.
4/14
"PER~ONS
OF VARIOUS OCCUPA·
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA and
OverstmS Opportunities, up to $2,601).00
mo,.thlv. For comt>lcte information, write
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sta-A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $5 to cover cost."
5/6
JOBS ON SHIPS I MEN, WOMEN. Perfect summer job or career. No experience
required. Excellent pay, Worldwide
travel. Send $2.00 for information, Seafax, Box 1239-NR, Seattle, Washlngtoll_t
98111.
4/21
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTI.
FUL-Sell fiowel'!l-good pay-118 Yale
SE. 266·1011.
trn
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTsAustralia, Europe, S. America, Africa,
etc. All professions and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expcnst'S paid,
overtime, sighb!eeing. Free information
Write Job!! Overseas, Dept. K9, P.O.
Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92115 4/27
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PHU BAI, South Vietnam
(UPI)- About 50 U.S.
infantrymen of a 142-man
company ref\lsed for a stubborn
hour and a half Wednesday when
ordered to go out and patrol the
rolling hills around Phu Bai, 42
miles south of the embattled
demilital'ized zone (DMZ).
''We're not going," they
shouted. "This isn't our war.
We're not going out in the bush.
Why should we fight if nobody
back home gives a damn about
us?"
In the end, however, all 142
men of Charlie Company under
the command of their battalion
commander, a lieutenant colonel,
reluctantly joined the truck
convoy to the hills southwest of
the city.
The incident began. with the
usual grumbling of frustrated
American soldiers fighting an
unpopular war. All afternoon, the
Gls comp!ained to one another.
11
Man. the war stinks." thcv
said. "It's a damn waste
time,
Why the hell are we fighting for
something we don't believe in."
With the knowledge and fear of
at least three North Vietnamese
divisions within one day's march,
the frustration of fighting a war
no one back home seems to care
about and the hot sun beating
down, the soldiers turned their
pent up anger on their company
commander but they rclcntod,
They joined the 138 men of
Alpha Company who reluctantly
flew into an adjacent area during
the morning. Dozens of Alpha
Company soldiers also complained
bitterly about going out on· patrol,
but went no further than
complaints.
Why did the men of Charlie
Company balk at going out into
the field?
"I've been here too long," Pfc.
London Davis, 20, of Bakersfield,
Calif., said, his thumbs stuck
between a bandolier of bullets
wrapped around his waist. nrm
too short (close to leaving
Vietnam) for this kind of stuff.
Man, I don't want to get killed
now."
Pfc. William Bowlin, 20, of
Walton, Ky., said, "Why should I
go out there and do the fighting
for the Vietnamese?
"We're supposed to be doing
defense, nothing else, not
offensive," Bowlin said. "Going
out on patrol-that's defense?
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There are 40,000 dinks out there
and they send in two companie!i."
Spec, 4 Keith Kohujek, 18, of
Houston, Tex., said, "I don't want
to go out and step on any booby
traps and get killed. There are
supposed to be booby traps all
over that place, Nobody ever tells
me what's going on."
Charlie Company is part of the
2nd battalion, 1st infantry, 196th
brigade, which flew to Phu Bai
Tuesday to protect an estimated
2,500 American soldiers still
below the DMZ separating North
and South Vietnam.
Its parent brigade, the 196th,
used to be part of the ill-fated
America! division, Lt. William F.
Calley's unit at the time of the My
Lai massacre,

Willy Brandt
LONDON (UPI)-The foreign
office said Wednesday West
German Chancellor Willy Brandt
will pay an official visit to Britain
Apdl 20·21. It said he will have
talks with British leaders,
including prime minister Edward
Heath at No. 10 Downing Street.
KUALA LUMPUR (UPI)-Dr.
Abdul Majid Ismail, director
general of health, ordered Kuala
Lumpur and its satellite town of
Petaling Jaya placed on a cholera
alert Wednesday following the
death of one man and Lhe
hospitalization of another.
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MISCELLANEOUS

$285 JET ROUND TRIP TO LONDON
!rom Albuquerque. June 15-8ept. 1 and
June 23..Jul1 27. Information: Academy
of International Studles,1308 Don Diego,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
4/19
BACK ISSUES of the New Mexico Daily
Lobo mav be 'J)urcllnged for tOe at the
Student Publications Bll!inet!!! Offiece,
Journalism Building, Room 205.
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banishes SASM*forever
•sASM: Sloshed and Sopped Mustache
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MATH & STATISTICS
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CLASS SCHEDULE REVISIONS
SEMESTER I 1972·73
April 12, 1972

ANTHROPOLOGY
Chg.
01
121 to 020
050
050

FOR SALE

NEW l.1 USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothera Muaic,
1831 Central NW. 242-3746.
4/13
LOOMS Red Oak, 36s & 46s, by experienced loom builder. Good buys. Don, 2657921.
4/13
1968 BSA Thunderbolt 650. Excellent condition, rebuilt engine. Fine city and road
machine. $800.00. 255-7693, Wed, or
Thurs. evenings, 4-12, 4-13,
4/13
'6J. :MJ:iRG'iJRY. Chenp ·i.ran11pori.atiou,
Good engine. $150 or best offer, Contact
Steve at 265-2777,
4/18
CHINESE PEOPLES' CAPS: Imnorted
from Maoist Chinn. $4.50. FOOL'S
PARADISE,ll9 4th NW.
4/13
1949 FORD half-ton pickup. Runs, no
battery, $50, 116'h Columbia SE after 5,
4/14
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40 per cent- Diamonds and custom
bands. Charlie Romero-344-6349,
4/9
30 USED PO'RTABLE TV's. $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 265-5987.
5/2
PHOTOGRA.t'HIC SUrPLIES. Qtuilent
discount on everything in store. Dark.
room supplies, film, chemicals, processing. Southern Eltllosure LTD., 2318 Cen.
tral across from Yale Park.
tfn
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No foot note

T 300-600

ACCOUNTING
02
002
Add
046
502
ACCT MGMT INF I 03
Students wanting 502 should register for section 002.
Due to a· time conflict -section 001 will be cancelled.
BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Add
03
050
486
002
MKTG LOGSTCS
03
Students wnnting 486 should register for section 002.
Due to a time conflict S(!ction 001 will be eancelled.

Staff

Staff'

MW

500-615P

T T 330-445

If he's a soup, chowder, or lobster bisque
man -and dotes on his mustache -you
can end mealtime trauma with Reed &
Barton's elegant new silverplated
Master Mustache Spoon. An
authentic reproduction of an
---originati9tn Century design
(sooner or later ev~thing
comes back in style!), this
•
fabulous spoon has a
•
built-in mustache
•
guard, and a lusty
•
capacity.

Convenient Terms
8ankAmericar&

Master Charge

Charge Accounts
Invited
• 9:30 .. 5:30

CIVlL ENGINEERING
Ghg.
04
400
10~:1 - '!'he section numbers listed in the Schedule of Classes are out of order.
C g 10·:1-001 is listed twice. The second listing should he 104-002, then in sequence, chnnge; the old 104UO!! to 10:1•003, old 10•1-003 to 004, old 10<1-0M to OOt, ohl104-005 to 006, old 104·006 to 007, old 10~1-007 to

00!:!, old 10·1-008 to

oon, old 104-00D to 010, old 10·1-0lOto 011.

!\fE<'UANWAL l~NGINI~I~IUNG
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45&
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1\I W li' 1230·120

3 Generations of Fine Jewelers
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
Menaul & Wyoming
296-5611

NEW MEXICO LOBO

